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The present invention relates to‘coolingv and set forth and as de?ned by the terms .of the-ap
ventilating systems for motor vehicles, and the
present application is a continuation in part of
application S. N. 191,216 ?led .May 13th, 1927.
> More particularly the present invention relates

to cooling and. ventilating‘ systems especially

pended claims.

-
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_

“

,

Referring to the drawings};-

'

‘ p‘

_

Y 7

» Figure 1 is a view of .an entire vehicle in side
elevation embodying my'invention'. '

y-

.

_

v Figure 2 ‘is afragmental plan'viewiof theve-f,

adapted for application to motor vehicles with hicle shown in Figure 1 withthe ?oo'rjan‘d engine

low ?oor lines and low center of gravityldriven housings removed and’ showing'the frame con-'

by internalcombustion engines in which the en struction, the power plants, controls and cooling
tire ground space ‘covered by'the vehicle may be radiator arrangements. > "
Figure 3 is aside View showing.,parts~of the
utilized as passenger or load bearing space'f
‘ In such vehicles the disposition of the driving vehicle wall removed to illustrate the mounting engine or engines in order that the full ground and location of .power plantsfand housing ar-j
space covered by the vehicle may be used for load rangementin a preferred'embodiment of. the in;

ll

carrying capacity, introduces novel problems in
the effective coolingoflthe engines orlmo'tors, as
well as novel problems in preventing crankcase

and ‘exhaust gases from ?nding their way into
:20

vehicle body.

'

‘

I

.

'

'

'

v

-‘

.,

vention'

"

I

l

signed to" show the cooling system'for the power »
plants.

'

.

‘ Figurev 6 is a fragmental interier sideview of 2a '

‘Accordingly, a primary object of the present coachillustrating a modi?ed form'of engine hous-v
invention is to provide novel engine housing; and ing and passenger seating arrangement.
cooling arrangements and ‘special vrelated-‘body
Figure 7 is a fragmental transverse sectional
constructions for automotive, passenger carrying view through the coach motorv housing'and seat
25, vehicles with low ?oor ‘line and low center of gravé arrangement of Figure ?‘illustrating alnovel
- ity in which the passenger or load carrying space

is substantially} equal to- the groundsspace cov-i

70% '

Figures 4 and 5 are" detailed sectional views de

heating

arrangement;

'

'

‘

”

‘

80

Figure 8.is‘a. rear elevational viewiof‘afradig V '

atorlassembly and shroud ‘arrangement ‘forming
1
3 >
i
'
.
Anotherlobject of the present invention is the one of the novel elements of my invention. ‘ ' ' Q
provision of a novel coach construction provided > Figure 9v is a side elevational'view partially in
‘3 - with an internal combustion motor or motors section of the construction‘, illustrated in Fig--‘ as";
ered by the vehicle.

arranged in a housing or housings projectinginto

ure8.

>.

.-

J

.

»

the body with novel meansifor preventing exhaust

Y The invention will be hereinafter described'as'
gases and crankcase fumes from ?nding their way embodied in a vehicle for the conveyance of 'pase
into the vehicle body in substantial’ volume. > 1'

' '

sengers intended to .perform the same functions

as standard types of automotive'stages or buses. 903

In the operation of large passenger carrying
vehicles heating-of the body in cold weather to
provide for the comfort of the passengers has
heretofore been more or less unsatisfactory. In
conventional types of buses and passenger carry

the conventional type of bus propelledrbyl a self‘

such arrangements have been more or less‘i'n

my power mechanism is located substantially
midway between the endsof 'the'said frame,

The preferred form of my invention. differs from

contained .p‘owergenerating unit such?as an in

ternal combustion engine or‘ gasrelectric‘ combi-'‘
4“ ing vehicles special heatingv arrangements have nation in that, in place of an engine ‘or‘power
been devised to utilize part of the waste engine unit located‘tWithin the frame adjacent to‘ the
heat for the purpose of heating the vehicle but forward end thereof andin advance of the body; v '

e?ective, unsatisfactory and costly.

Accordingly a further object of‘ the invention Preferably I use a pair of independent motors 100
is the provision of novel vehicle body and engine or power units, one, on each side of the vehicle,
supporting, housing; and cooling arrangements so that the drive'shaft, of each motor will sub-4, Y
adapted to ‘permit circulation of airbetween the stantially align with‘ one of the traction wheels v
body and engine cooling space for ventilation and on- opposite sides of the vehicle, to power the
0“ heating or cooling the body and controlling en vehicle by two separate driving units, which may
gine temperatures whereby the engine heat may be operated to‘drivethe respective traction wheels

'4

v
‘ - either independently or in unison; ' Bydocating‘
‘ Further objects ofjthe inventionv are such as the power mechanism between‘ the front and-rear

be utilized for body heating purposes‘.

may be attained fromithe utilization of” various axles and also by equippingthe vehicle with ‘two’
combinations and sub-combinations ‘hereinafter driving motors; there results ‘an veven distribu-ii

110

2
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An axle 4, ((Fig. 1) ‘is arranged beneath the

tion of weight throughout the vehicle which pro

duces a better balance in the assembled unit. frame adjacent the rear end thereof, and the
The material entering into the construction of opposite ends of said axle are connected by in
the vehicle may therefore be lighter and thus terchangeable leaf springs 5 to opposite sides of

80
the frame.
’
i
V
that of a conventional type of bus of an equiv-. _In the preferred form of my invention in which
alent passenger ‘carrying capacity; The arrange two independent power units are used, the oppo
ment of the motors at the‘sides of the vehicle site outer ends of the axle 4 (Fig. 1) are each
also permits free access to the motors in order provided with a housing ?xedly secured thereon,
10 to repair or replace parts and permits the entire in which a shaft is rotatably mounted as shown 85

_'reduce the gross weight of the vehicle below

‘said application S. N. 191,216. The outer end

removal of the engine without necessitating the

dismantling of the vehicle. The-placing. of the
motors on opposite sides of the vehicle likewise
permits each of the rear driving wheels to be
15 driven independently of the other,’ and eliminates
the complicated and weighty rear axles and

of each shaft has a road traction wheel 6 ?xedly
secured thereon; The road traction wheels 6 are
‘driven by means of power units 7 on the vehicle,
through the medium of variable speed transmis 90
sions'8, propeller shafts 9 and mechanism locat- '

ed between the springs and the driving wheels 6

driving differentials that are now a part of the

conventional motor vehicle. Also, thejtwo motors in the axlehousings to move the vehicle in either
can be muiiied better and give off 'less'u'nburned
20 obnoxious gases when decelerating for a stop‘. ‘If desired, however, particularly in smaller buses, '
a‘sin'gle power unit may be used located between
the axles and at one side of the frame where
ready access maybe‘had‘to the motor from the
25.; side in the‘ samepmanner ‘as when two motors

a forward or reverse direction as fully disclosed
invsaid. application S.‘ N. 191,216. The forward

95

end of the vehicle frame is likewise provided with
an axle suspended therefrom, and on the outer

ends of which the usual type of front road wheels
11 steered by suitable ’ mechanism, not shown,

from steering wheel 12,,are mounted. Thisaxle 100

are used, onejon veach side, in which event power may desirably I be located, as shown, approxi

from the single power unit will be communicated mately the same distance from the ‘front end
to both driving wheels by means of a differential of the vehicle as the rear axle is from the rear end.
A flooring 13 is arranged across the upper face
onthe rear axle in“ welljknown manner.
,
‘
30; ' By locating each power unit at the side of the of the frame members 1 and .2 on wooden sills 14 as
vehicle, they will be adjacent to the side walls (Fig. 4). The ?ooring projects beyond the outer
of the body and can thereforebe placed under sides of the, frame members, and forms a part
aiseat ‘or s‘eats?as'shownin' Figures 2, 3 and 7. of the body 15 that is superimposed on the frame
This.arrangement feasible even with the low members, and the flooring and body together 7 hung v‘so-called “safety” type of automotive bus

may extend the entire overall length of the ve 110

where,_ to obtainthe stability essential for pas hicle. Thebody 15 is provided with side and end
I Sanger‘ and similar automotive vehicles, the frame walls 16 and an ‘enclosing top 17, which, in con-_
is‘ mounted as close to the ground‘ as road cone junction with the ?ooringv 13, forms a complete
' ditions will permit.

When located, adjacent to housing to‘hold and seat passengers to be trans
ported by the vehicle. "I'he side walls 16 of the 115
vehiclehbody are secured’ to the projecting side.

the side wall of the body, the'power mechanism
may be mounted-largely or entirely above the
frame and still be placed under‘ the seatswith
outf"nterfering_in anyway with the seating ca-v
pacitycf the vehicle.v

’

'

‘

edges of the floorin'g113, overhang and extend
below the 'level'of the flooring, are arranged- in

spaced'substantially parallel alignment with the

45; ' B Mrérnoving‘the engine‘ from theffr'ont of the. frame members 1 and 2, and are secured by suit 120
frame in advanceof the ‘bodyjand placing it able lateralcross bars to‘the frame members" 1
between the axles’, the body and ?ooring can be and 2, as fully shown‘ in Patent #1,775,754, grant
extended ‘to occupy. the space where the ‘engine ed September 16, 1930. The side walls 16 of the

wasformerly located and by placing the power body are ‘supported at their lower edges by an
mechanism‘ outsidefthe'frame either in one unit outer'angle bar frame 18 joined to and sup 125
or in two‘ separate units adjacent to and prefer ported by channels 1 and 24 and suitably braced

ably .partly-.,supported,by the sidewalls of the by ‘transverse members to'give the necessary

rigidity and support 'to'theinterconnected body
pacity vis interfered ‘with by the power or drive and framen-Theside and front walls of the body
3 ing vmechanism.v By such arrangement the seat—' and the roof are preferably made of sheet metal 130
ing capacity ofv a bus having an overall length stiffened at intervals with suitable braces. By
body,7neither the aisle space nor the seating ca

o’f"3'1"—.6," is'increasedfrom 28 or '30 in the
standard'fbus' to 40 0r,42 in'a bus of my con

the use of a suitably sti?ened body of box-like

structure it becomes unnecessary to employ the
structionand the‘total carrying capacity'seated usual separate heavy chassis construction upon
andstanding from about‘ 60to about'80.’ This which the bodies of automotive buses are ordi 135
arrangement _. necessitates novel motor cooling narily mounted; and in place thereof the rela
housing constructions and provides novel and tively light frame longitudinal members above
effective coach ventilating and heating arrange described can be used to which the transverse

ments forming thev particular subject matter of floor supports, and ?ooring andthe sidewalls of

as:

the present invention.

1

'

L

,

" >Ihlv detail, the construction illustrated in the

" the body are attached as above'set forth.
Between ' the inside face- of the overhanging 140

drawi'ngs~ comprises the frame of a motor ‘vehicle, side walls 16 of the-body 15, and the outside face
' consisting of a pair’of spaced, parallel channels

of each of the frame members 1 and 2, a space or

1 and-‘2 (Fig. 2) respectively, extending the length compartment 19 is provided in which power units
of the vehicle'and joined at intervals by'trans -for rotating thev road traction wheels 6 are pro

versesti?ening bars 3. The parallel channels vided.' The ‘motors. 7_ and transmissions 8 are
may be made much lighter than the usual chas- - mounted’ at corresponding points on opposite
sisi members._ In the present construction they sides of the outside of the framemembers 1 and 2.
_may_be six inches deep at the middle of the ‘ One side of an end of each‘ motor is, secured in

7:5; frame,;which ordinarily is nineror ten inches deep.

a bracket 21 mounted-on the exterior face of each

150
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3

7

of the channels 1 and 2, respectively, of the riorof body 15 through openings 4'7, (Fig. 3) in
frame, and the other side of the same end ‘of seat risers 41 and either discharged into .the .air

each motor is mounted. in a bracket 22 secured through the associated radiator 24 around the en
to one of the outer angle iron frames 18 sup gine and out of the louvers 48 and 49 in the reg
porting the side wall 16 of'the body; The motor movable side wall panels 51’ (Figs. 1 and 4), or be
supporting brackets 21 and 22 are preferably diverted by a'duct ~52 (Figsf4 and 5)"and dis

padded with'some suitable resilient material to charged after being heated by contact with the,
radiator and by proximity to. the engine into the
vehicle through other openings 55 (Fig. 5) in seat
risers 32 which openings can be closed by a suite 85
ably perforated slide 56 at will; When openings
outside of the main longitudinalframe members 55-are closed all of the air drawn through the

provide a cushion mounting for the motor. The
forward end of each motor is supported in a
10 bracket 23 secured to one of the transverse sup-.
ports 3 extending across the space between the

openings 47 will be discharged over the engine

1 and 2 and the side wall of'the body.

' *In front of the forward end of each engine, a into the, open air and a ventilating circulation will

'Thev radiators 24 are supported transversely of
the body'between main frame channels 1 and 2
and side frame angles 18, and the fans 25 are
driven by the engine in well known manner to
draw air through the cores of radiators 24 and

into the engine compartment through forwardly
opening louvers 57 (Fig. 1) in removable side wall
panel 58 which are arranged‘ to scoop air into .95
the engine compartments due to motion of the
vehicle and with air drawn into the engine com
partment by suction vof the fan. This results in
repeated circulation of part of the air from the
car body through radiators 24‘ and the resultant 10.0

force it over the engines 7. '

Shafts 26 connectedto the forward ends of

the engine crank shafts extend therefrom in
axial. alignment." The shaft 26 of one of the
engines is connected ‘by'a ?exible coupling, 2'?
to a generator 28, to charge the storage batteries
which supply the electricity for lighting the in
terior ‘of the vehicle body and for starting the
engine. An air compressor 29 is connected to
30 the shaft 26 of the other engine by a similar
coupling 30, to generate air pressure to be used
in operating the brakes of the vehicle through air
line

31.

'

90'

be set up on the vehicle body. When openings 55
.are opened the air withdrawn from the body
through openings 47 is mixed with fresh air forced

15 radiator 24and cooling fan 25 are arranged.

effective ‘warming thereof by increments so that.
effective heating of’the interior of the body is ac

complished. Due to the'fact that the air‘passing
into duct 52 ‘does not pass around the engine, the‘

noxious ‘gases from, the engine are ‘not drawn into 10.5
the bus withthe heated air, the gases being forced
out through rearwardly opening louvers 49 by the

fan and a'suction created by the‘ motion'of the

-

The seating arrangement within theinterior of vehicle. I
The side walls 16 on the opposite sides of the
the
vehicle body 15 is made to conform to the
35:
1

~

5

i.

"'

’

110 '

space that remains within said body after the vehicle'body'are arranged so that panels 51 and 58

motors and road wheels have been properly may be removed to permit-free access to 'each
housed. Thus the body will accommodate a of the power plants to effect repairs or _adjust-' '
greater number. of people than can be accommo merits.
‘ .
_ dated in a conventional automotive road bus of
While the arrangement so far-described ‘is sate‘ 115
isfactory in ‘commercial operation, in practice I .
“substantially the same dimensions.
Each engine is ‘housed-by a vertical side wall have found that the modi?ed constructionsof
32 (Fig. 4) and top 33 forming a supporting ledge _ Figures 6 and 9 inclusive give improved e?iciency
for a side seat 34 with a back 35.. Supported be of operation. By the use of the improved crank ’
120
451 hind each seat back 35 is a header tank 36 for case breather or‘ ventilator and exhaust pipe con
the associated radiator 24 with a ?lling inlet 37 nections disclosed in copending application Se
in the side walls of the body. Each header tank r'ialNo. 355,755,--?led April 17',‘ 1929 the-noxious
36 is connected by conduit 38 to conduit39 inter crankcase gases are consumed in the engine and
connecting the top of radiator 24 with the cool exhaust gas leakage into the engine housings are
ing jacket of its associated engine 7. The engine eliminated to such an extent'that air separating
50.
jackets are connected through suitable conduits ducts 52 may be eliminated and heated air from
and water circulating pumps (not shown) to the the engine ‘housings admitted directly into the
bottoms of their respective radiators in well vehicle body as will more fully hereinafter appear.
known manner. The space in' front of each This permits adoption of an improved and sim
" radiator 24 above floor 10 is housed by a front pli?ed ventilating arrangement.v
130
.
'
- .
' '
' ‘wall 41, (Fig. 3) top 42 and end wall 43 forming
In this improved arrangement the water head-I
a seat riser and support forcross seat 44, and er's‘are removed from the vehicle’s side walls and
suitable rear end and side walls 45 (Fig. 3) for supported directly above and jointed to the radi
the engine housing are provided so that although ator cores, and means are provided to prevent the

125V

the engines project substantially above the ?oor tendency for the heated air passing'through the
radiator core to pass forward over the top'of the
pletely isolated from the body except for the core and recirculate through the radiator due'to
heating and ventilation duct connections herein

60. :_line‘into the body the engine spaces are ‘com

135

eddy currents that'I have found existin the con

after

described.

'

I

"

a

y

A suitable lining of asbestos or other heat in struction heretofore described, thereby reducing
sulating material 46 is providedon the inner sur the ef?ciency of the cooling, and ventilation.
faces of the engine housings through which heat . In this form of invention, ‘as shown in Figure
might ‘be transferred in undesirable manner to 7, adjacent motorbrackets 21 and 22 and at suit

thepassengers occupying seats adjacent to and
supported by the engine housings.
70
An effective ventilating and heating system
may be conveniently provided with the engine

ably spaced points' along the bottom of the motor

housing spaces and secured between channels 2 -

and sideangles 18 arersuitably curved strength
ening braces 61, to which in cold weather. suitable
housing and supporting arrangement vso far de bottom cover plates may be detachably secured
scribed bywhich the air’from the interior of the to'close the bottom of the engine housings pre
venting cold air, snow, :water etc. from?nding 150
. vehicle can ‘be. drawn by'f'ans- 25 from the. inte

‘

4
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theirway up. through the bottom housings in the improved exhaust pipe connection of ico~
pending application the housingsare freed from

severe‘ weather.

.

.

.

Mounted directly in frontof- each of the mo
tors '7 (Fig. 6) is a radiator 62 one of which is il
lustrated in detail in Figures 8 and 9. As shown’
each radiator construction comprises a bottom
casting member 63 hollow in form and ‘secured
to a plate 64 by studs 65 extending through. plate
64 and spacing blocks 66 and threaded into in
10 serts 67 in casting member 63. One end of plate

crank case and exhaust gases to such an extent
that the heated air‘ from'thehousing may be
directly admitted to the car body. By rotating
handle 105, member 101 functioning as .a crank

1,80

' operates link 99 whereby door 96 may be closed
or opened to any desired extent. Any-other door
operating mechanism may be used. When closed

the heated air in the engine housings passes out .85
64 is provided with a ?ange 68 secured as by weld through the side louvers ‘48 and 49 as above set
ing or otherwise, to the adjacent frame member forth. When door 96 is open the heated air
2.. The opposite end of plate 64 is provided with will rise from the‘ housings through the open-I
a ?ange 69 secured to frame member 18. An ings back ‘of the side seats'due to its bouyancy,
--15 opening r71 is provided in casting 63 for the mo in this way providing a flow of fresh' heated ‘air 90
torcrank shaft extensions 26. A pipe '72 is in, into the coach body. If desired opening‘ 47"'
communication with the bottom of casting 63 and may be utilized in this form of the invention
tubular hose connection '73 is secured to the?ange in the housings in front’ of the radiators so that

of pipe '72 by clip '74, the opposite end of the hose part vof the air‘circulated through the engine
being'detachably connected with the water pump housings‘ will be withdrawn from the body. "
95
of the. engine '7 in well known manner. A drain
To prevent circulation of eddy currents over
cock_.'75>is provided for casting 63. Secured to the top of header '78'within the'housing, and to

casting, 63 and in communication therewith is the
cellularcore. '77 which at the upper end. thereof
supports-and is in‘communication with a hollow
header tank r78provided with a tubular hose con
nection '79 to which one end of the upperlhose 81

is detachably secured by‘ clip 82, the opposite end
of hose 81 being detachably secured to tubular
member 83 (Fig. 6) that is in communication with
the motor water jacket in-anyrwell known man
ner. Each?exible hose '73 and ,81 has inserted
therein a helicalspring 84 to prevent partial col‘-'

aid in‘supporting the radiator zassein‘blyythe
shrouding'arrangement as disclosedin Figures 8
and 9' is preferably utilized. This shrouding: ar
rangementcomprises supporting? sheet- 107 se
cured at 108‘ to housing top 33~and extends'fr'om"

100‘

housing side 32.,to vehicle side 16,-preventing air
from passing upward over header '78.

Header

'78 is secured to inclined section 109 ’of sheet 105
107 which is' also cut to ?t around sheet‘metal
fan shroud 111 secured to the rear face of ra

diator core '77. This arrangement effectively pre

lapsing ofthe hose due. to the suction created , vents v circulation of‘ heated air over header "78
by the

watercirculation.

,,

~

"-

._

..

1

. Header '78 is provided with a?IIing-i-nlet con

:to the front of core '77 increasing the e?iciency 110

of cooling materially, and. at the same timepro

nection 35 extending through and secured in a vides a substantial support for the radiator and
recessed casting or member 86 secured in body header assembly.
_
-“ '
a
side wall 16 so arranged that end cap 8'7 is flush
It will accordingly be seen- that novel effective
402 with the side ,wall 16, providing a convenient engine mounting, cooling,’ ventilating, andrelated 115
1?ush ?lling connection for the header tank '78. body and seatingvconstruction's are provided, per;

Header?fi, opposite connection 85, is provided mitting ‘convenient utilization of ‘space, ‘motor
with over?ow connection 88 for an over?ow heat, and circulation induced by the engine fans
and vehicle _motion "with maximum e?iciency.
45. .In this form of the invention the top of hous Having described preferred embodiments, only
ing 33 forming the supporting ledge for seat 34 of my invention, obvious ‘detailed "variations
and housing side wall 32‘forming‘the riser for utilizing the spirit of the present invention as
the seat are; extended as shown in Figures 6, 8, expressed by the'terms of the appended claims
pipe-;-88'..

>'

'

>

120 '

and '9 to house headersv '78 as shown at 89, house will become apparent to those skilled inthe art;
50.. ing section'89 being arranged between side seat Accordingly what is desiredv to be secured by 125
_ 34 and the back of cross seat 91 (Fig. 6).
Provided in‘ seat vriser 32 -of

this , form ' of

the invention is an inspectionldoor 92 (Fig; 7)

55

Letters Patent and claimed‘ as new is:—
' 1. In a'self propelled vehicle, a‘body, a housing

projecting into said body; an internal combus
hinged at .93 and disposed adjacent motor 7. A tion engine together, withafan and a radiator
suitable latch 94 normally holds door 92 in closed for said engine disposed in said housing; and air
position.

I.

.

_~

1

'

_

,

openings in said’body arranged to withdraw air

130

Disposed. ‘between back 35 of seat 34 and side from said body into said housing and radiator
wall 16, at the endsof the seat back, are trans under influence of said, fan and .to supply air

verse supporting plates‘95, between which the to said body fromv said housing ‘without'reve'rs'al
heat controllingdoor 96 in housing top 33, and
direction ofilow under the same in?uence. 135
hinged at 97, is located. ‘Secured ‘to the lower of 2.theThe’
combination‘ as set forth in claim 1'
side of door 96 is a bracket 98 pivotally ‘con together with,
means for. preventing eddy cur
nected to one end of link 99, the other end of
rents.
within
said
housing from the rear side to
which is pivotally connected to member 101
secured to rod 102. Rod 102 is rotatably mounted
in supporting guide members 103 secured to hous
ing top 33, and extends through a guide member
104 in seat riser 32. A suitable actuating handle
105 is provided on the inner end of rod 102.
A screen 106 provided around‘the opening for
door 96 is arranged to prevent dirt and dust
from being carried into the 'coach body with air
from the engine housing.
In this form of invention due to the use of the

the forward side back of said radiator.
31; In a'self propelled vehicle, a body; a hous
ing extending into said body adjacent a side

140

thereof; an internal combustion engine disposed
in'said housing; a radiator supportedtransverse
ly‘across said housing in front of said engine; a 145
fan‘ disposed between said engine and said ra-.
diator and driven by said engine to draw air
through said radiator and to force it over‘ said

engine; and‘ openings in said side to cause circu
improved’ crankcase breather'and ventilator, and latio'n'of air ‘into said body‘ in front of saidlra 150

'
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diator when said vehicle is moving in its normal said fan circulating and discharging the heated 3
direction of movement.
air from .under said ?rst seat.
.
4. The combination as set forth in claim 3 to
9. A motor vehicle comprising a body; a motor
gether with a shroud to prevent return circula housing projecting into said body at each side
tion of air from the rear of said radiator to the thereof; a motor in each of said housings; and 80
an adjustable opening in the top of each of said
front thereof.
5. In an automotive road vehicle, a body; a housings for admitting heated air from said mo
self-contained power generating unit mounted tors into said body.
7
.
between the ends of said body in a housing ex
10. A motor vehicle comprising a body; a hous~
10 tending into said body; a duct positioned with ing projecting into said body adjacent aside 85
its intake‘end at a point in said vehicle distant thereof and forming a convenient article sup
from said power unit in position to cause air porting ledge; a power unit comprising a cooling
from said body to pass through a portion of the system and air circulating fan disposed through
cooling system of said unit; and a cooling fan said side of the body; and openings in said hous
15 rotated by said unit circulating the air passing ings for permitting circulation of outside cool

through said duct and heated by said cooling ing air through said housing without entering
system without reversal of the direction of its said body and for permitting discharge of heated
flow into said body.
air from said housing into said body, and means
6. In an automotive road vehicle a self-con ' to control the ?ow of air into said body.

tained power generating mechanism consisting

11. An automotive vehicle comprising a pas 95
of two separate units suitably mounted in the senger carrying body, a self contained power
middle of said- vehicle at opposite sides thereof, generating plant arranged between the side and
a heating system comprising a pair of ducts, each end walls of said body, a housing isolating said
~ of said ducts being positioned with its intake plant from saidbody, a seat upon said housing
end at a point in said vehicle distant from said and means to selectively permit the flow of air
power units, each of said ducts passing through heated by said plant from said housing upwardly
a portion of the cooling system of one of said into said body to the rear of said seat under a
units, a cooling fan rotated by each of said units, natural circulation.
'
said fans circulating the air in said ducts to dis
12. The combination de?ned in claim 11 in
charge air heated by said cooling system without cluding means forming a part of a side'of said 105
reversal of direction at points close to said units. body to cause fresh air to be supplied to said
'7. In an automotive road Vehicle, a self-con
housing ‘under circulation induced by the move
tained power generating mechanism consisting ment of the vehicle in its normal direction.
of two separate units suitably mounted in the
13. In a self-propelled vehicle, a body, a hous
middle of said vehicle at opposite sides thereof, ing projecting into said body adjacent a side 110
a heating system comprising a pair of ducts, each thereof, an internal combustion engine located
of said ducts being positioned with its intake in said housing, means for inducing a circulation
end at a point in said vehicle distant from said of air through said side into said housing and
power units and being open to the outer air, each through said side out of said housing for the
of said ducts passing the air without reversal of purpose of controlling the temperature of said 115
the direction of flow through a portion of the ra
engine, and means for circulating a portion of the
diator of said units, a cooling fan rotated by air entering said housing into said body for heat
each of said units, said fans circulating the air ing and ventilating said body.
' '
in said ducts to discharge air heated by said ra
14. An automotive road vehicle comprising a
diators at points close to said units, and a clos closed body, the sides and end walls of said 120
ing member for the discharge end of said ducts body enclosing a passenger carrying space, a
to by-pass said heated air to the outer air.
self contained power plant disposed adjacent each
8. In an automotive road passenger bus hav
of said sides and between the said end walls
ing seats for passengers located on the floor of ‘ thereof, housings isolating each of‘ said power
said vehicle, two independent power units each plants from said passenger carrying space, means 125
located at one side of the vehicle and under a forming a part of each sidewall to cause air to
seat therein, a heating system utilizing the heat enter each housing‘upon forward motion of said
from each of said units comprising a pair of ducts, vehicle and to be subsequently discharged there
each of said ducts being positioned with its in from, and means to selectively permit air within
take end in the riser of a second seat distant . said housings heated by the power plant therein 130
from said unit, each of said ducts passing air to enter said body under a natural upward cir- _
without reversal of the direction ‘of ‘its ?ow culation.
'
through a portion of the radiator of one of said
FRANK R. FAGEOL.
units, a cooling fan rotated by each of said units,
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